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How many times you dream awake? Can you imagine how will it be your next 
summer? Your next football match? How will be your wife/husband in the future? 
Where will you work? Will you live in the same country? Will you meet with the 
same friends? There are lots of unanswered questions.  
The future is uncertain but do we have some control  over it? Do you believe in 
fate? Do you think our actions can change our future or is everything written and 
settled?  
 
During this unit we will discuss all this, we will speak, listen and read about future 
predictions, personal moments with future consequences, we will try to make our 
plans and see if they can be accomplished.  
 
Let’s start?? Are you ready?  

I dream and imagine.... 

STUDENT’S NAME: _________________ 

GROUP NUMBER: __________ 

OTHER MEMBERS IN THE GROUP:  
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UNIT CONTENTS 

- Practise and learn about personal issues vocabulary. 
- Learn and practise about future forms: will/ be going to / present continuous. 
- Make a revision of comparatives and superlatives. 
- Read about future plans. 
- Read about comparing different items or people. 
- Listen to dialogues about future plans and comparing people, places, teenage 

problems and health issues. 
- Write a text about future plans using comparatives. 
- Write about Future Predictions.  

Write a formal email to your president.  

 
WARM UP- SPEAKING: read the introductory text on the front page. Can 
you answer the questions?  

 

VOCABULARY: personal issues: love, friendships, school…. 

 
1.- How much do you know about Love vocabulary? 

 To chat somebody up is… 

 
a) to be rude to someone    b) to talk to someone to start a relationship   c) to laugh at 
someone 

A blind date is… 

 
a) meeting a person who you have never met before   b) a nice date   c) a date for a blind 
person  

LTR means … 

  
a) Luton Terminal Relation     b) Long Teenage Relationship     c) Long Term Relationship 

Love at first sight means … 

 
a) Two people fell in love with each other when they first met.  
b) The first time you see a person in love 
c) Two people want to fall in love.    

 
 
2.-How much do you know about friendship, your friend, your future.... complete the 
table with your answers and with the answer about one of your friends. 

 

  Your friend  You  
What's the best thing you 
ever did for your friend? 

  

Do you and your friend like 
the same food? 

  

How long have you known 
your best friend? 

  

What do you think about 
your best friend's family? 

  

What are your friend´s plans 
for the future? 

  

What do you want to do in 
the future? 
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3. Match the pictures with the personal issues. Which two issues are not in the 
pictures? 
 

Arguments- homework- family- exams- health- appearance- bullying –shyness- pocket 
money- eating disorders- friendship  

 

1.  2.  3. 4.   5.  
 
 

6.   7.  8.  9.  10.  
 
4. Complete the sentences with the words given in the previous exercise.      
 
1.I often ........ with my brother. We are so different! 
2. In summer I usually go on holiday with all my ................ 
3. I would like to get more ................ to go to the cinema at least once a week. 
4. Some models have .............. like anorèxia or bulímia. 
5. ............... is not only physical but it can also include verbal or psychological abuse. 
6. I usually do my ................ in the school library. 
7. Adolescents must be careful with their .............. They have to eat plenty of fruit and 
vegetables to have a balanced diet . 
8. John is always looking at himself in the mirror, he is only worried about his 
physical................. . 
9. One of the things that I appreciate most is ................. .  
10.When you call her name , she goes red. Her .............is a real problem.  
11. I get so nervous when I have .............. at school. 
 

5 Complete the  sentences and discuss your answers with your partner. 
 
1.I think the most serious problem for me  is...... 
2. I never worry about..... 
3. In my opinion ............. is worse than............. because .... 

 

Grammar and vocabulary: The Future (Revision)  

 
6.- Listen to your teacher´s explanations and write notes in your notebook about the FUTURE  
(be going to, will, present continuous).   

 
LET’S PRACTICE 

LISTENING 

7.- Listen to this song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=foyAOoVagWw and 
complete the activities below.  
 

Rearrange the lyric with the correct sequence. 

A.   Will our jokes still be funny? 

Will we still remember everything we learned in school? 

Still be trying to break every single rule 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=foyAOoVagWw
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B.   And I keep thinking of that night in June 

I didn't know much of love 

But it came too soon 

And there was me and you 

And then we got real blue 

C.   Will the past be a shadow that will follow us around? 

Will these memories fade when I leave this town 

I keep, keep thinking that it's not goodbye 

Keep on thinking it's a time to fly 

D.   La, la, la, la: 

Yeah, yeah, yeah 

La, la, la, la: 

We will still be friends forever 

E.   As we go on 

We remember 

All the times we 

Had together 

And as our lives change 

Come whatever 

We will still be 

Friends Forever 

F.   And so we talked all night about the rest of our lives 

Where we're gonna be when we turn 25 

I keep thinking times will never change 

Keep on thinking things will always be the same 

G.   I keep, keep thinking that it's not goodbye 

Keep on thinking it's a time to fly 

And this is how it feels 

H.   Cause we're moving on and we can't slow down 

These memories are playing like a film without sound 

I.   Will we think about tomorrow like we think about now? 

Can we survive it out there? 

Can we make it somehow? 

I guess I thought that this would never end 

And suddenly it's like we're women and men 

J.   Stay at home talking on the telephone 

And we would get so excited and we'd get so scared 

Laughing at ourselves thinking life's not fair 

And this is how it feels 

K.   Will little brainy Bobby be the stockbroker man? 

Can Heather find a job that won't interfere with her tan? 

L.   But when we leave this year we won't be coming back 

No more hanging out cause we're on a different track 

And if you got something that you need to say 

You better say it right now cause you don't have another day 

M.   So if we get the big jobs 

And we make the big money 

When we look back now 

 
A. Which paragraph does correspond with this meaning?  

For her, the graduation is not an end. It’s a 

starting point where they will begin their lives 

and achieve their dreams without forgetting the 

past and friendships. 

Real life will begin, they will have their own 

lives careers and there’s nothing that can 

stop them. 

 
 
B. Based on your understanding of the song, answer the following questions: 

1. What is the song mainly about?  
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2. Why do you think the person says ‘And if you got something that you need to say 

You better say it right now cause you don't have another day’?  

 

 

3. “Will little brainy Bobby be the stockbroker man” What does this suggest about Bobby’s personality? 

 

4.  “Still be trying to break every single rule”- What does this tell you about the personal’s attitude in 

school?  

 

5. ‘Can we survive it out there’ What does it mean by out there? 

 

6. What does they  mean by ‘Will the past be a shadow that will follow us around’? 

 

7. Suggest changes that will happen to you and your friends in another 10 years.  

 
8. HOMEWORK.  Put the verbs in brackets in the simple future (WILL FUTURE) 
 
1-   Tomorrow it……………. (not snow).  
2-   We……………. (not write) a letter to Julia sometime this week.  
3-   Are you hot? I ………………..(not close) the window then.  
4-   Mum, I promise  I………………… (not mess up) my bedroom anymore…  
5-   I am sure I ……………………(not pass) the exams next year…  
6-   We ……………………….(not meet) for an ice-cream this afternoon after the homework , 
we ………………..(go) to the hospital to visit Peter.  

 
9. HOMEWORK- Complete the sentences using the right form of the verb in the 
future forms Will or Be going to 

 
1.   You can see that mother has a towel in her hands. She is looking at the wet plates.  
She  …………………(dry) the plates. 
2.   The telephone is ringing. Tom says:  
“I ………………… (answer) it.” 
3.   You have dropped a cup. It has broken. There is broken glass everywhere. Mother 
says:  “Don’t touch it. You  ……………(cut) yourself! I  ……………..(sweep) it up.” 
4.   Mary has a mop in her right hand and a bucket of water in her left hand.  
She  ……………..(wash) the floor. 
5.   You are saving money to buy a new racing bike. Your friend asks you: “Why are you 
saving up for?” And you answer: “I  ………………..(buy) a new racing bike.” 
6.   You can hear a strange noise. You say: “There is someone at the door.” 
I  ………………(go) and look. 
7.   It is your mother’s birthday next week. Your cousin asks you: “What  
………………..(you/buy) for your mother?” 
8.   And you answer: “I do not know. I have not decided yet. Maybe I …………………… (buy) 
her a new lipstick.” 
9.   Your classmates have planned a class party. Everything is prepared. But suddenly you 
have caught a cold. You are calling your best friend and say: “Sorry, but I …………………  
(not/come) to the party. I am ill. 
10.       Your father asks you to help him later today but you cannot do it because you 
need to prepare for tomorrow’s test so you say: “Sorry, father, I cannot do it I 
……………………. (prepare) for my test.” 
11.       Your mother asked you to buy some milk on your way home from school but you 
forgot it. She asks you: “Have you bought milk?” and you answer: “Sorry, mother, I forgot! 
I ……………… (run) to the shop now.” 
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VOCABULARY 2: HEALTH ISSUES  

 

How to say you are ill? Take a look at this list of words and remember to STUDY THEM 

• I'm ill.// I feel or look awful 

• I feel really rough. 

• I'm on my last legs (to be very tired, especially after a lot of physical activity or work. It also 

means to be going to die soon - 'the old man is on his last legs'). 

• Health problems 

• I have a headache / toothache / backache / stomachache / earache... or a pain in... 

• I have a broken / sprained / twisted  an ankle / wrist. 

• I have   the flu /  a cold / fever /  a high temperature / a sore throat 

• I feel sick. 

• I have a bruise / cut / wound. 

Medicines and equipment  
9.- Write the names under the corresponding picture 

Antiseptic cream- pills- painkiller pills- prescription –cough syrup-first aid kit-syringe-plaster –

thermometer-bandage 

    

Health People and professions  

10.Use the following words to complete the sentences 

Surgeon-family doctor –patient-speacialist- paeditrician  –dentist –nurse –oftamologist - 

1. A person who takes acre of your teeth is a....................... 

2. A person who looks after your in a hospital and helps a doctor is a ........... 

3. A person who operates on you is a ........... 

4. A person who looks after family health is a ........... 

5. A person who looks after your eyes is an....... 

6. A doctor who specialises in one skill is a....... 

7. When you go to see the doctor you  are a ............ 

8. A doctor who  looks after children is a ..... 

GRAMMAR 2: CONDITIONALS (a revision)  

11.REVISION CONDITIONALS.What do you do in these situations ? Invent some 

more and ask your partner.  

Complete the sentences using Conditional Type 1 

1. If I have a toothache,I....... 

2. If I see an accident,.... 

3. If my mother carries too many 

things,.... 

4. If I don´t see well ,.. 

5. If I have a bad stomachache, I ..... 

6. If I dob´t have enough Money to pay, 

I... 

7.  

8. If I see someone begging , I... 

9. If one of my friends being bullied, I... 

10. If...... 

11. If...... 

12. If...... 

13. If...... 

14. If..... 
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LISTENING 2 

12. Listen to these people speaking about school and being a student. Then, answer the 
questions below. http://www.elllo.org/english/0751/T800-Tini-StudentLife.htm 
 
1.What does Tini like about being a student? 
 
2.What will Tini miss about school? 
 

3) What do they both say is good about being a teacher?  
 
4) What profession would Tini like to try? 
 
13. How is your life as a teen? __________________________________________________ 
Would you like to be an adult? ________________________ why? 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 
14.1Now, listen to the conversation and complete the missing parts of these sentences.  
http://www.elllo.org/english/0401/437-Mark-TeenLife.htm 
 

1) Mike imagines even _______ debated teen life.  

2) Mike thinks his life was better than today's teens because _______  
3) How does Mark think the lives of teens are these days? 
4) Mark was excited when his family got  
5) 5) Mike thinks kids do play together _______  

 
14.2Complete the sentences with the words from the list. 
                              debate • stuck • head -same here • forced t 

1. He won't talk about what's going on in his…………. but it's obvious that he's nervous 
about something. 

2. I have a lot of energy when I get home because I'm ……………….behind a desk all day. 
3. ………………..- I don't know how people can listen to that music. 
4. That is a ………………..that scientists continue to have. 
5. During the holidays all of the kids were …………..go outside and play. 

 

READING & WRITING: working with connectors  

 
15.1. Read that text, pay attention to the bold words. Do you know what are they? Choose 
between these options. 
Verb connectors  adjectives 
 
TEXT 3 

 
My favourite means of transport is a bicycle. I like travelling by bike 
because it is the healthiest and less polluting means of transport. If you 
ride a bike there are some advantages. First, it is healthier you practise 
sport, and it helps you keep fit. Second, it is less expensive than 
travelling by public transport or by car. Third, you avoid traffic jams and 

you go past pedestrians and cars. 
If you ride a bike you also have some disadvantages too. First, in winter you get frozen, 
especially in my city where fog can be persistent for some weeks, then it is very difficult to go 
by bike as the low temperature makes it unbearable.  In these occasions, it is better to use 
public transport or walk. Although bikes are comfortable and help in keeping a clean 
atmosphere this means of transport is less safe than other transport. A cyclist can easily be run 
over by a car in the city. It is essential to wear a good helmet and take care not just only of your 
driving but also other´s if you don´t want to have an accident. 

http://www.elllo.org/english/0751/T800-Tini-StudentLife.htm
http://www.elllo.org/english/0401/437-Mark-TeenLife.htm
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What´s your favourite means of transport?  
 
15.2- Translate the words in bold. Use the help of a dictionary if you don’t know.  

15.3-Compare playing with friends virtually online or playing in person. Use 
comparatives. Once done, hand it in to your teacher. (80words) 

 

ORAL PRESENTATION: discovering the past, predicting the future 

 
Rubrics for evaluation 
 

PRONUNCIATION Clearly articulated words, appropriate pronunciation. (from 5- no mistakes) to 

(4: 3 or 4 mistakes), (3: 5 or 6 mistakes), (2: 7 or 8 mistakes), (1: more than 8 

mistakes). 

VOCABULARY Does he/she use variety of words, does she/he use words from the unit? Without 

mistakes and appropriate vocabulary for the topic? Is she/he making mistakes 

with irregular verbs? 

ACCURACY Grammar is important, does the student use correctly the simple past and the 

past continuous? Does he/she distinguish between these verbal tenses? In case 

of necessity, is she/he using simple past and future in an appropriate way? (5: - 

no mistakes) to (4: 3 or 4 mistakes), (3: 5 or 6 mistakes), (2: 7 or 8 mistakes), 

(1-: more than 8 mistakes). 

COMMUNICATION 

(CLEARNESS, 

VOLUME...) 

Are we able to understand what she/he is explaining? Is his/her voice clear? Has 

she/he the ability to be creative and engage audience in her/his speech? (5: 

totally) (4: most of the time), (3: sometimes), (2: not much), (1: not at all).  

FLUENCY How comfortable is the student while speaking? How easily the words come 

out? Are there great pauses and gaps in the student’s speaking? Is she/he 

hesitating a lot? Can we see the student has well-prepared it? Or not?  

TIME AND PROPS Has the student followed the instructions? Has she/he brought pictures to 

complement the presentation? Has she/he respected the timing (3 minutes)? 

 


